In this paper we supply necessary and sufficient conditions for two hyperbolic elements (l, g) (*) .(ry)+rw)<d
. Figure 2) . The group lor,or,o3) acts discontinuously on H2. To see this, observe that the free polygon bounded by the o; reflection circles and the boundarl' of H2 is a fundamental polygon for (41, oz,qs). Now consider the orientation preserving subgroup ll, §) "f (or, or, "s) . h, gJ is an index two subgroup of a discontiuuous group, hence (7, B) acts discontinuously on H2. F\rrthermore it is not hard to see that h,il i" a pair of pants rn'ith standard generators (1,0),, where r7 : 1-r p-r is either a boundary hyperbolic or a parabolic element. at the well known result that the length L(a) '-+ oo as -L(B) --+ 0.
